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The Magnificent Sixteen (The Experiment That Can't Fail) 
Rod Smith Interviews Dr. Bill Chew (Or Chews The Fat, As It Were) 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Most of us have 
heard the whispered rumors about a 
much- vaunted secret group of 
med ical s\udents who banded 
toge ther for certain secre t 
ceremonies. Our ~trepid Junior 
Editor confronts them in their den, 
and lets the world in. 
Briefly , Dr. Chew; what is the p r_o
gram? 

"The program is an attempt · at 
ma k ing the first year more . 
meaningful and relevant for the 
first year student. The experimental 
program was not an attempt to 
shorten the first 2 years of medical 
school or to get students into the 
clinical clerkships any sooner. This 
was not our charge. It was to 
simply make the first 2 years 
' better'." 

Wha t is the history of this project? 
"The origin is as foll ows: the 

college of medicine, as a part of its 
commitment for the new basic 
scie nces building, made a 

. com mitment to the state and 
· federal funding autho rities pledging 

to accept .13 6 freshmen for the fall 
of 1970. With delays in the 
construction of the building, it 
became apparent in the fall of 1969 
that the building would not be ready 
for opening in 1970. Thus, as we 
wou ld only have space in the 
Murphy and Dugas buildings for 
120 students, the school would not 
be able to accept the 136 students 
it had originally committed to take: 
.Rather than to renege, Dr. Fordhan 
decided to find some·way to accept 
the full 136 , but to capitalize on 
the increase in students by taking a 
sam p le of 16 a nd having an 
experimental curriculum for them. 

T he following steps were 
undertaken : First the decision was 
made to have an experimental 
curriculum . A committee of men to 
plan the curriculum was selected. 
Originally, the members were. Drs. 
Fordham, Crounse and Mahesh. I 
came in as the program coordinator 
after the initial considerations were 
made. · 

An application for the funds was 
ma de to the Ph ysic ians 
Augmentation Program branch of 

the Bureau of Health Professions of 
the NIH. These included building 
rent , equipment purchase, funds for 
the director, partial support for 
other participants and for clerical 
and other technical help. This 
project is funded in full by the 
Physicians Augmentation Program. 
This year the program costs nothing 
to MCG; that is, Peter is not robbed 
to pay Paul ... Also the equipment 
purchased belongs to the Medical 
College and care has been taken to 
see that these materials are 
compatible with that found in 
ot her parts of the school and 
hospital. ECG, blood gas analyzers, 
etc, fit into · the regular pool of 
equipment. 

With the decision to proceed1 the 
steering committee met periodically 
throughout the winter and spring 
months of 197G to plan the 
curriculum. We made these 
assumptions. ·Students come to 
medical school to learn to be 
physicians.· They're interested in 
patients, in sick people and 
problems of sick people. Many of . 
them come to medical school with 
a great amount of zeal which they 
begin to lose because they are 
isolated from patients, hear little of 
sick people and become 
disillusioned with learning to be 
physicians. The next observation 
was that much of learning during 
the clinical clerj<ships centers on 
the patients the student has. They 
are stepping stones for returning to 

the basic sciences to study the 
causes, how the diseases progress 
and how they are treated. With 
these points in mind we decided to 

'construct the first 2 years of 
medical school around the 
patient-centered approach. 

As a start in setting up the 
curriculum we listed all the major 
subject areas such as carbohydrate 
biochemistry., anatomy of the 
upper extremity, neurophysiology 
and the like. Then we took clinical 
problems that set forth in a logical 
and gradual progression from the 
clinical problem to the basic science 
top ics. We cross checked with · 
standard basic science texts and 

with several basic science professors source separate from the medical 
to ensure that we left out no college. About $ 160,000 was 
important· areas. In ess.ence , we appropriated for the first year, 
planned to cover the subject matter about 10,000/Student, but much of 
of the standard 2 year curriculum, this includes rental on the building 
but. in a different order, not in a nd the initial outlay for 
discrete departments. It is· an equipment. In an effort to keep a 
interdisciplinary approach starting cost--accounting of time and 
always with the problem of a sick expense my secretary keeps a log of 
person. We start with the patient's the . d .aily, weekly , monthly of 
problem as this is the way the the - amount.· of time faculty 
illness presents itself and this is the members are with the group. We are 
approach the physician will use for asking the ·help of the systems 
the rest of his life . engineers and I t l!ink it will be the 

After the admissions committee end of the year before we can make 
had completed the selection of 136 ~ any comparisons and only after two 
students for the fall of 1970, Dr. t years before we can assess cost and 
Fordham wrote to each student faculty time realistically, . based in 
telling him that there would be an fact . 
experimental curriculum for 16 
students. The description was very 
brief and low key, requesting 
volunters. Sixty-two volunteered 
for the program. Using a table of 
random numbers, 16 students were 
chosen and notified. It was only 
after the selection that names and 
faces were associated with the 
sixteen. 

With this approach, we have a 
study group of 16 and 2 control 
groups. The 47 volunteers who 
were not selected make up one 
control group and the 73 students 
who did not volunteer make up the 
other for comparison as to the 
program's effectiveness. 

For the sake of baseline data for 
comparison in the years to come, 
all 136 freshman were tested during 
orientation with the historic and 
b iog raphic a l data sheet, the 
National Board Mini-Test , MCAT, 
college grade-point averages, and 
two "psychologic" tests, the 
Rokeach and the Vernon"Alport
Lindsey scale of relative values. 
From all these data we find no' 
diffe rence in volunteers and 
non-volunteers nor in the 16 chosen 
and the 4 7 not chosen. In essence 
we find the 16 volunteers are 
completely representative of the 
class, and that we have a valid, 
entirely random sample." 

How was this funded? 
"The funds come from the 

Physician Augmentation fund, a 

How will the program be evaluated? 
There are two types. of 

evaluation. One is internal, that is, 
some judgment by steering 
committee as to how well the 
students meet the objectives set out 
in the program. The second 
evaluation is external, comparison 
of how these students do in 
relations to other members in their 
class. Obviously, this cannot 
realistically be done before the end 
of two years, for although both 
groups should reach the same goals, 
the routes differ, and at no time 
will the subject material have been 
e~actly the same. 

Performance on the national 
boards would be one'obvious means 
of comparison. Also we would 
welcome an MCG comprehensive 
test but this is not practical at this 
time. Other ways of comparison 
would be performance on the wards 
in clinical clerkships. Dr. Levy of 
the Division of Research and 
Development went to the 
University of Illinois in December 
to a symposium on the subject and 
returned with no satisfactory 
methods of comparison. 

How does the program differ from 
the normal curriculum? 

" It differs strikingly in this regard: 
Once or twice each week the 
students are given the pertment 
history , physical, and lab data of 
some patient eith,er in the hospital 

(Continued on Page 2) 
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The Magnificent Sixteen (from page one) - . . 
now or one recently dismissed. This period. Anatomy lends itself nicely• stand before a gro.up, rather begin challenging, saying 'I don't Know'; 
is much like a CPC except the j to the patient-problem approach. A to enjoy explaining things they no bluffing· or flimflamming. 
patients are usually alive. In few days before the anatomy have learned. They lose the fear of ... In summary, I'd say that the· 
addition, they are given a reading session the students receive the asking what might appear a dumb program is educationally sou~d . . 
list qf those basic science topics protocol of a patient with a question, of saying, 'I don't .know'. Small cohesive groups of students 
which. wilrt)e covered in discussing problem with an anatomical 'A lot of group interaction takes startW:iththefiniteproblem of a sick 
the patient. Later, the instructor solution. Dr. Saunders discusses the place. For example the first person- and go on to discuss the 
meets with the students for anatomy to be seen, then discussion of renal physiology then dearly relevant basic science. 
questions and discussion. ·demonstrates the structures. The consisted entirely of my asking The 16 students in the program 

One · at:te~noon is spent with! group then discusses the diagnostic questions over the reading were randomly selected from 
patient contact. The students ! value of the knowledge of that assignment on the countercurrent volunteers and are representative of 
interview a patient with ai anatomy. multiplier.Attheeridofthesession the rest of the class. Whether the 
complain! as nearly that under . The first patient was a lady with the students had discussed. and program is feasible for a class of 
discussion as possible, eg patients a post-radical mastectomy edema of expanded on the explanation of 144 we will not know until a 
with liver problems-jaundice. The the arm. Thus the anatomy of the one of their fellows and all had a complete cost-accounting is made 
availability of these patients is breast, chest, and axillia· was pretty good feeling for the at the end of next year. Whether 
obviously not under our control, introduced along with discussion of mechanism. · the program is desirable will be 
but on the whole this has worked the physiology of lymphatics as There is one interesting upshot shown by relative performance on 
rather smoothly. f 1 u i d-b caring vessels. 0 ther of this group size and constancy: National Boards, clinical clerkships 

The lab sessions are usually spent problems in the upper extremity now an instructor cannot speak for and perhaps a Medical College 
on the types of procedures to be included a dislocated shoulder, an hour without interruption, comprehensive test. For now 'we 
done as JMS's,(eg CBC, urinalysis) mass in arm, nerve injury to without the students participating, can only anticip~!_e_t~~ results." 
or that they will commonly forearm impairing function of 
request. For example, an afternoon , hand, and gunshot to the brachial 

I plexus." was spent in the clinical pathology 
lab observing the auto analyzer and ! What is the aim of this program? 
the sorts of information it can give "We would like to think of this as 
and the gist of how it is done. We a model for future curriculum 
also spend some tim6 doing GTT's, devolopment. Those associated 
transaminases, BCG's, bilirubin, and with the program think the method 
other commonly done tests. Those sound and have had national 
less commonly· requested and reinforcement .in the form of 
~;equiring technical skill are done as 1 feedback at the AAMC in Los 
demonstrations. Lab tests done ! Angeles in Sept. Everyone was 
coincide with those reported on the · · impressed with -our progress and the 
patient under discussion. fact that we could pull it off at all. 

One afternoon is spent on 10-15 The reception was really more than 
minute journal reports from the I expected. · 
current literature, related to I won't say there aren't other 
something covered in class recently. I ways, but ·I think it is an 
The motives for this are to educationaly sound and workable 
accustom students early to reading · way to cover the basic science. I 
the literature as part of everyday think it makes teaching easier for : 
activity. Also this shows that. what the basic scientist in that it always · 
they have' been learning is indeed has the built-in point of attachment 
relevant, helps to bring in new to show relevance and importance 
information and reinforce old of the information he is trying to 
information. The students have teach them for this information can 
done well at this and will probably be used to solve the problems the 
go on during the second year to patient presents. Interest has 
·prepare more extensive reports on already been shown by both Phases 
topics as a review of the literature I and II curriculum committees. 
or seminar-type situation. How much is being incorporated 

The whole curriculum is based for next year, I don't know. A 
on learning things which will help question I'm often asked is whether 
the student as physician to solve this is applicable to the whole class. 
the problem presented in the form The answer is that in my mind, the 
of a sick person. Friday, I pose method is sound and is applicable 
problems chosen by the steering with this reservation: that the small 
committee. The problems are group size should be maintained. 
presented verbally and a student is As to feasibility I · cannot 
called upon for a solution. The comment with anything other than 

-ground ruies are that the remainder opinion at this time for the reasons 
tacitly agree with what the student stated above. We must know more 
speaking says unless they ! about this in terms of money and 

, specifically and verbally disagree ,' faculty time outlay for two classes 
during the solution of the problem . . i.of 144 students. It will be two 
This has worked very effectively in 1 ' years before I can say anything 
that the other students correct him. meaningful based on data. 
and give their version of how to · ·I would like to comment further 
solve the problem. This has the on the group size. Small group 
advantage that the student is called teaching is, I think, necessary. What 
upon to wrestle with his size is best I don't know, but 16 is 
information rather. than to simply near the magic number. Not only 
stash away a bunch of facts. do you need the small group, but it 

Anatomy is taught simililarly. It must have some cohesiveness not 
runs . parallel with, but not found where there is great turnover. 
completely entwined in the rest of, This is based on the constancy of 
the curriculum. We have covered the group, that the players do not 
the upper extremity and will cover change. They get to know each 
the entire body over the two-year other . !!!!.d lose. !]leir reluctagce to. 

()(1\J( 

J/7r Cr)Dl 
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EDITORAL A .LETTER. FROM THE EDITOR 
By JIM EITIEN Dr. C. C. Fordham, III 

Dean, School of Medicine 
Medical Co~lege of Georgia 
Augusta, Georgia 30902 

tread producing a somnolence of 
profound degree, · broken only be 
the occasional inebriate who 
wanders off ainong the faculty, . 
shaking hands with the men anq 

The address by Dr. Paul Marks at 
the AOA fall lecture was marred, as 
are so many of our presentations, 
by inadequate facilities. The 
pod ium light can be used (if, 
indeed, the switch can be found) 
only by those rare persons who 
welcome death by electrocution. 
The sound reproduction gystem 
its e If is in dire need of 
re furbishmerit, especially in the 
Small Auditorium. The visual 
equipment as well has fallen into 
slovenly disrep~ir - the lecture was 
delayed over 5 minutes while the 
projectionist searched frantically 
for a projector lens. · 

It seems a little sad that an 
institution with an annual operating 
budget over thirty million dollars 

won't spend a few dollars where it 
is needed. 

* * * * * * * * 
Being midyear The CADAVER Dear Dr. Fordham : 

staff is engaged in its annual orgy ~f · 
.self-inspection. We have attempted This will bring to your attention 
to present a mature and objective a matter of grave importance to the 
.editorial policy, «Onsistent with the members of the Class of 1971. I 
ideals and sophistication of our believe we are not the first class to 
profession- the most noble of all . promulgate this particular 
professions. Yet the overwhelming endeavor, but I hope we are more 
tide of criticism maintains that we successful than our predecessors. I 
have failed to stir our readers to· speak of course of a separate' 
commentary. . graduation ceremony for the 

It is a sad reflection on our noble School of Medicine. 
profession when its members can be As our commencement exercises 
stung into comment and rebuttal now stand (forbear us; it is not our 
only by editorial resort to intention to gainsay the hard work 
irresponsible personal attacks and of the present graduation 
foundationless invective. committee) we drag ourselves and 

our families to that great reeking 

assaulting the ladies. ' · 

Finally, it is over, and the 
stertorous organ invokes an 
awakening rustle in the audience. 
The recessional at long last is over, 
and the crowds hurry with new 
hope in their eyes to the promised 
reception at the · Old Medical 
College. Here at last, they can bask 
in camaraderie and that joyful 
ambience of accomplishments well 
done. 

But it is not to be. 

A Codicil ·From 
hulk, Bell Audit6rium. There we 
encounter vermin, pestilence, and 
the pungent residue of the Friday 
night wrestling matches (the 
Plumed Pederast vs. Attila The Hun 
-My God!!). 

By the thousands they cram that 
tiny square, tongues at half -mast. 
They finally achieve the serving 
table to find their only refreshment 
is a half~cup of warm pineapple 

.Punch and a ginger snap. 
Disheartened, disillusioned, they set 
out into the night. Those Who Passed Before Us 

Once there, our proud and loving 
parents sit . in splendid isolation, 
seeming miles from the point of 
active interest. The wheezing and 
dyspeptic organ, surely inadequate 
for Emily · Remington, gasps its 
emphysematous way through the 
Triumphal. Hour after hour, it. 
seems, the gowned hordes, brilliant 
in anonyminity, traipse to their 
appointed seats. Occasionally they 
find them. The welcome, 
announcements, and addresses are 
mercifully brief. 

Then comes the climax of the 
evening - the awarding of degrees. 
Here, you think, is where it's at. 
The culmination of years, nay 
lifetimes, of work and sacrifice. The 
achievements of our dreams. We 
will arise · and come forth with 
pomp and circumstance - with all 
the dignity of our new-found state. 

But it is not to be. 

Hour after seeming ho.ur 
strangers tread the dusty boards to 
their several destinies. Hundreds, 
literally hundreds, their measured 

. - . - .. ·-- --

With this solemn SCynario as 
background, it was ·suggested by 
several members of the class that a 
separate ceremony be held in the 
Old Medical College. This could be 
followed by a real reception with 
some of the burden of expense and 
logistics shouldered by the class. 
The class was_polled, and a majority 
vote favoring a separate ceremony 
was recorded. 

It is our considered opinion that 
the intimacy and involvement of a 
small, brief ceremony befits the 
dignity and approbation · of our 
profession. It is not our desire to 
disdain the graduates of the other 
schools. We have not entered lightly . 
on this course. 

We await your comments with 
anticipation. 

Very truly yours, 
/Sf J_im Ettien, President 
Senior Class in Medicine 

JTE:esg 
cc: Dr. H. B. O'Rear 
The CADAVER 
Harry Davis 
Wiby Dial 

MONTE SANO PHARMACY,-Inc. 
1424 MONTE SANO AVE. PHONE 736-2553 

MR. FRENCH UNIFORM SHOP 
1519 CENTRAL AVENUE- PHONE 738-1147 

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 

MEN AND WOMEN'S UNIFORMS 

WE DO MONOGRAMMING 
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''His Breasts · Are Full Of Milk'' (Job 21 :24) 
By Robert B. Greenblatt, M.D. 

Myth o.Jogy has perpetuated from the sella turcica and · abriormallactation and amenorrhea 
many legends of men with breasts t ra nspla n ted · under the kidney (Forbes-Albright syndrome) and it 
resembling those of women not capsule lose their estrus cydes and · is thought that either the tumor 
only in size but also in function. begin to lactate . Reimplantation interrupts the integrity of the 
Chinese legendary literature relates into the sella is · soon followed by hypothalamic-pituitary axis or that 
how Pi-Kou , after the dea.th of his return of estrus cycles and cessation secretion by neoplastic cells is 
foster parents, kept their two little of lacta tion. It is apparen t that the · pluripotential. Such an explanation 
daughters alive by having them hypothalamus' und er nor mal may well a cc oun t for the 
suckle at' his breast. Actual cases are circumstances, prevents the release occurrence of lactation in women 
also on record. The Bishop of Cork of prolactin from the pituitary . . and occasionally' in men with 
witnessed in 1738 an elderly man Anything that interferes with this ac romegaly . In 1 9 56, Perry 
nursing his own child. Schmetzer , ax is - hormonal, neurogenic , McCullough reported in the Journal 
in 1837 , observed a 22 year old psychogenic," mechanical - may of Endocrinology and Metabolism 
soldier from whose swollen breasts l ea d to prolactin release with the case of a 26 year old man with 
two ounces of milk could be r es ultant lactation and/or gynecomastiaandlactationofeight 
expressed in 24 hours. B-ernhard gyne<:omastia. Abnormal lactation · years duration due to a pituitary 
Ornstein, in 1864, informed the with amenorrhea is sometimes tumor. There was little evidence of 
Berlin Anthropological Societyofa referred to as the isolated pituitary any other endocrinopathy. 
man of collossal build who nursed syndrom e. Recently , I found in the 'Dear 
his son from one of his strongly However, lactation in nulliparous Abby' column of our newspaper a 
developed breasts. The Talmund amenorrheic women with signs of request for ad vice. A young 
records the case of a man who , genital atrophy (Argonz and del unmarried · woman was about to 
when his wife died, leaving him a Castillo syndrome) is even more adopt a newborn infant and wanted 
young infant , could not afford a puzzling. Hippocrates recognized to know if it would be possible for 
wet nurse. Then - mirable dictu - such an occurrence _and wrote . . her to nurse the child by taking 
his breasts expanded like the two ."If a woman who is not with child, hormones , Abby, after conferring 
breasts of a woman , and he suckled nor has brought forth, have milk , with her · medical consultants , 
his son. A miracle! Such was the her menses are obstructed" .. . The replied that the scheme was 

·habit of the ancient Hebrews who . findings of an increasing incidence preposterous, and gratuitously 
were wont to credit God with of persistent lactation and pointed out that hormones would 
earthly wonders. Sic transit gloria · amenorrhea in young nulliparous only grow unwanted hair. Several 
hypohy seos. women who have been on birth letters from indignant women soon 

A mother nursing her infant control pills is now commanding appeared., each claiming that they 
provokes no mystery , but lactation our attention. It is probable that knew of instances whereby such 
unrelated to parturition presents a hypothalamic control of the women nursed infants successfully 
cur ious phenomenon, especially pituitary is temporarily lost in a by persisten tly placing the child at 
when occurring in the human male. certain percentage of women on the breast. Moreover, a young 
Persistent lactation and amenorrhea prolonged estrogen-progestogen mother wrote that her younger 
that follow a normal parturition medication - thus , simulating, in a s i s t e r b ega n t 6 1 act ate 
(Chiari-Frommel syndrome) is measure, the Chiari-Frommel spontaneously as a seemil)gly 
being recognized more and more syndrome. sympathetic response to the 
frequently. Experimental animals in Th e presence of a pituitary difficulties that the young mother 
which the pituitaries are removed tumor may .be associated with was experiencing. I have heard that 

The Cadaver is an ex-cathedra campus yellow-sheet and sandwich 
wrap published by the students of the Medical College of Georgia. 
Views expressed by our readers ·are not necessarily those of the 
editorial staff. In fact, views expressed by the editors do not 
necessarily reflect those of the editorial staff. 

Our Motto:Dyspareunia is better than no pareunia at all. 

Editor ............... ................. .Jim Ettien 
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in rural Georgia grandmothers have 
placed puppy dogs to their breast in 
preparation for the task of 
becoming the wet nurse for the 
offspring of the expectant but 
sickly daughter. That there is some 
foundation for such an event may 
be gleaned from a story in the 
Bible. When Ruth married Boaz and 
bore a child, all the neighbor 
women came twittering around and 
said to Naomi, her mother-in-law .. ' 
. "And he shall be a nourisher of 
thine old age" ... "and Naomi 
took the child, and laid it in her 
bosom , and became nurse unto it". 
(Ruth 4 : 15,16) 

Folklore and mythology are rich 
in legends of !acta tion occurring in 
non-pregnant women, 

. grandmothers, and fathers as well. 
Livingstone, the great explorer of 
Africa, saw several instances among 
the Bechuana tribes where the 
grandmother had undertaken to 
suckle her grandchild. The · 
missionary Lafitau relates among 
the lrquois that if a baby loses its 
mother, the grandmother knows 
how to make her breasts produce 
milk . In 1812, the Berliner · 
Wochenblatt, under the 
superscription "Naturwunder: Die · 
sati:Kenda Grossmutter", published 

the case study of Marguerite 
· Francesca Laloitette, the wife of a 
Parisian water carrier, who at 71 
years of age nursed h~r grandchild. 
For two months prior to the birth 
of the child she prepared for the 
occasion bY having her breasts 
suckled by children and young 
dogs. The granddaughter enjoyed 
good health and teethed at the 
proper time! 

And now I ask - what is meant 
by the passage in Job . . . "His 
breasts are full of milk, and his 
bones are moistened with marrow" 
(Job 21 :24)? Could it be that Job 
was speaking from experience -
that he . himself had experienced 
what we call today the 
"Inanition-refeeding syndrome"? It 
will be recalled that Job , in his 
affliction, could not eat and was 

. wasting away . . . "My bone 
cleaveth to my ski.n and to my 
flesh, and I am escaped with the 
skin of my teeth" (19:20) and later 
the Bible tells us that ... "His flesh 
is consumed away . . . his bones 
stick out" (33:21). 

Gynecomastia which developed 
following the refeeding of 
ntalnourishea prisoners of war after 
World War II was explained on the 
following basis : malnutrition led to 
hyproproteinemia, 
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism, 
and hepatic dysfunction. On 
correction of the malnutriti<;m, 
pituitary function returned and 
testicular activity again set in. The 
resultant estroge11 and androgen 
production could not be 
deactivated or ·conjugated by the 

·far more slowly recovering liver and 
temporary gynecomastia occurred. 
The syndrome was called the 
"refeedin.g syndrome", be.cause 
these changes occurred while these 
men were recovering from 
malnutrition and not during the 
period of inanition. It may be that 
Job, on recovering his health, could 
write about bones moistened with 
marrow and brea,sts that were full. 

* * * * * * * * 
Cindy: "You knoJV, I'm S feet, 6 
inches stripped." 
Millie: "Bvt you don't have to strip 
to measure your height." 
Cindy: "That's what I kept telling 
Dr. Woods." 
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NO NON COMPETATII/E A6-ENr 
CAN 1'\ATCH -

Senior Class 

Lecture Series 
The Senior Class Lecture Series 

will present De an John . F.T. 
Murray , Assistant Dea11 of the 

·University of Georgia Law School, 
at 8 :00 PM, January 20 1 in the 
Small Auditorium. Deltn Murray 
will speak on "Psychiatry and the 
Law". The topic is germane to all 
physician~. and every effort should 
be made to attend . 

* * * * * * * * 
Have you heard about the fellow 
who left a note for the milkman 
reading: "Please leave two bottles 
of milk, and my wife alone". 

Phone 724·7784 

LASETER'S 
Pharmacy 

MEDICAL ARTS BLDG. 

Augusta, Ga; 

DUKE 
Restaurant 

FINE FOODS 

1920 Walton Way 
736-6879 

No Nurse, I Believe I Said to Prick His Boil. 

MARKS SURGICAL 
SUPPLIES, INC. 

HOSPITAL, PHYSICIANS EQUIPMENT 

AND SUPPLIES 

1815 15th Street Augusta, Geo.rgia 

MIDWAY Barber Shop 
·1807 Central Avenue 

4 MASTER BARBERS 

Open 9:00 A. M. - 7:00 P. M. 
WE HAVE FAVORITE TONICS 

AND SHJ,VING NEEDS 

CCDL. 

New AOA 
Members 

The following persons were 
inducted into the Alpha of Georgia 
Cliapter of · Alpha Omega Alpha 
Honor Medical Fraternity at their 

\ Fall Banquet December 17 at the 
' Town Towers : 

Dr: Robert Parrish (faculty) 
Joseph L. Mulhern 
Robert T. Gunby: 
William S. Gibbons 
John P. Stewart 
Robert J. Cummings 
James H. Rogers 
Lee T. Jordan 
Benjamen M. Turner. 
Those persons selected for 

membership . from this year's Junior 
Class will be selected in the Spring. · 

The 
~ Carriage 
~ House 

18S7 GORpON ~IGHWAY 

AUGUSTA. GA. 

.NO COVER - NO MINIMUM 
HAPPY HOUR 11 :30 - 7 P.M . 

Bar Drinks .50 

For Reservations Call 738-528 7 

MEI'fS WEAR 

71141 BROAD &:rREET 

AUGUSTA, GA. 30802 

TEI.EPHONE 722-31UI3 
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God, Sears· Roebuck And Gene Talmadge -m 
By JEFF HARRIS the first recorded case of a urinary 

It was 3 AM as the J MS sat , tract infection being caught from a 
dutifully at the nursing station. draft. Or there. was the chaotic time 
Quietly, methodically, he tilted the the team of Wilds , Br-yans, 
Lee-White Clotting Tubes. As he McDonough, .and Scoggins 
eyed the little glass containers, he announced the casting of a film 
was gripped once again with a entitled "Unnatural Sex Acts 
feeling of awesome responsibility . Against all Laws of Nature". That 
All was peaceful now because the was the same week our little JMS 
stat ion was deserted. The nursing attended a Faculty Senate meeting 
personnel were huddled in a corner in which someone introduced the 
e lect in g union officials. The Bollet-Moretz plan for increasing 
solitude was welcomed, however, the patient census by giving away 
for it gave him a few moments to Green Stamps. 
l e t his mind wander and to Perhaps one of the most 
reminisce. He soon re called the mem~Hable experiences involved 
rumor whichpersistedinthefaceof children. The Pediatrics 
denial by the administration: Department insisted that the 
kn owing that th e University gravity of hemoglobinopathies 
S y stern Building Authority was warranted a full investigation of the 
nororious for slashing away at genealogy of each patient. It was 
facilities which they considered understood that the student would 
mere embellishments, the Planning run hemoglobin electrophoresis 
Committee alledgedly had countless studies until the patient showed 
urinals included in the original signs of hypovolemic shock. He 
architectural d!awings of the would also call the patient's local 
Pre-Clinical years building. They, of physician at least 20 times , 
course, anticipated many of them contacted every known relative, 
.being sacrificed, thus sparing other and comb the archives of the local 
items which were in jeopardy. As courthouse, The findings then were 
fate would have it , the urinals were · to be placed on an elaborate family 
neither deleted nor replaced by tree - preferably a Sequoia, large 
toilets - yet, there was a rapidly enough to accommodate the entire 
increasing number of women clan. Beside each member was to be 
students. At last word, the a complete list of every illness he 
Community Medicine Department ever had, ever thought he had, or 
was planning an epidemiological was ever accused of having. If 
study on the morbidity among anyone was found to have had 
females forced to test their agility. symptoms similar to those now 

The changes which followed the being frantically experienced by the 
class of '72's arrival had, however, patient as he waited for his .pedigree 
extended well beyond the school's to be determined, a star, coated 
master plan. It was alledged that with glue and a generous sprinkling 
some members of the faculty had of glitter was placed by his name. 
developed arrhythmias. The class's The chart was accepted once a 
appear a·n c e, after .alJ, was definite link could be shown with 
completely out of keeping with Adam and Eve. With the stars in 
that of the true physician - anyone place, even the most amateur of 
knew that the thought of a beard in eyes could discern a familial 
a Cadillac bordered on sacrilege. pattern. The Pediatrics attending 
Likewise, drug abuse soon became then gave the chart a careful glance 
commonplace. He recalled the and commented gravely : '.'This 
student who dropped acid · before confirms our suspicions". Before 

(

scrubbing on an operation and had leaving, the physician patted the 
to be dragged from the OR JMS on the head and reminded him 
screaming that the distended large to wash his hands before handling 
bowel was a jaundiced anaconda. the patients. 
The disgraceful conduct a·nd . As the wee morning hours crept 
appearance of some students soon ' by , the · JMS began to have the 
prompted retaliatory action by peculiar sensation that his brain was 
others.Ul.timately, Dr. O'Rear was - going to fake a cerebrovascular 
forced to plead that " ... some of accident if he didn't get the hell 
the more conservative students into bed; but,fortunately,tilting the 
please refrain from burning crosses · Lee-White tubes demanded about 
in the rooms of Negro patients." the same me.ntal acuity as 
Neverthelessj when all was said and ·daydreaming, so he resigned himself 
done , many agreed' that with '72's to a few more minutes of 
arrival in '68, MCG abruptly reminiscing. His thoughts once 
entered the Twentieth Century. again turned to the medical school 

As quickly as he turned over one and those countless pearls of 
memory , another rose into view. He wisdom provided by men with 
recalled the episode involving a years of experience. · Some of his 
young student nurse who in a peers, however, frequently seemed 
frenzy to get out of the JMS on-call incapable of profiting from the 
room, had neglected to put on her experience of others. He recalled 
underclothing. The account was the student who in the face of 
published in the medical journals as repeated warnings, insisted on 

eating in the cafteria. Fortunately, the OR to witness the mechanics of 
he later had the presence of mind the art. As he completed the 10 
to go to the intensive care unit and minute scrub he couldn't help 
connect himself to all the monitors. wondering if the germs were even 

Like all little cloistered worlds, awake at that hour. Eventually, he 
the medical community had its took his allotted position for the 
share of rumors. Most of what you learning experience. The scrub 
heard, though, was indeed fact . One nurse slapped a pair of suture 
student rotating through the Fort scissors into his gloved-palm. He in 
Gordon Hospital was told to take a turn passed them to the senior 

. re cta l biopsy from a female student. He then handed them to 
believed to have familial polyposis. the intern . He then passed them to 
Her obesity somewhat distorted the the first year resident who in turn 
architecture, but the student gave them to the second year 
intrepidly inserted the proctoscope resident. He then extended them to 
and took the specimen. The the third year resident who handed 
pathology report which returned them to the chief resident. He then 
the next day read: "Benign · smartly,passedthemtothesurgeon 
Endometrial Polyp". Immediately, who deftly cut the suture above the 
there was some concern that the knot. 
student wasn't having enough dates; The real high point of the 
but a group of nurses sprang to his rotation, however, was Miss Selita 
defense and insured the faculty that Gulledge, chief nurse of the OR at 
his knowledge of anatomy was University Hospital. It was only a 
quite satisfactory. The student was matter of time before she made 
admonished and the patient was Reader 's Digest most unforgettable 
reminded that to forgive is divine. character. One afternoon, the entire 

Another story of unquestionable third year class and a number of 
validity was of the nymphomaniac physicians gathered reverently in 
on the Psychiatric floor who called front of her desk to pay homage. 
in the JMS at midnight to palpate After a brief speech, she was 
an.enlargedinguinalnode-whata P.t:esented with a life size 
great American she was. photograph of Carrie Nation and a 

T_his · last memory prompted stainless steel plaque suitable for 
some distasteful recollections. He · autoclaving on which was inscribed : 
recalled graphically the Ob-Gyn. "For. her unfailing determination to 
lecture on "Sexual Habits". As if protect the patient from all manner 
the statistics on the "norms" of of pathogen, Miss Gulledge has 
such behavior weren't disgusting doggedly pursued the maintenance 
enough, the lecture quickly of clean, wholesome, All-American 
degenerated into a discussion · of hair length in the operating room. 
"advanced" techniques. The poor In times when mere mortals might 
student was confident that such have been reflecting their own 
matters were merely the .prejudice, she has proven on 
pornographic figments of warped · countless occasions the totally 
imagination - that i~, until a Bacti convincing logic behind her 
report was returned on a labia conduct. With a cheerful demeanor 
specimen reading "Pneumococci". above · and beyond all call of duty, 
What a tragically rude awakening. Miss Gulledge has tiredlessly 

The second tube had finally · pursued her choosen task, never 
clotted. The student eyed the third with a biased eye, but with the 
container praying the test would be vision of a woman with a mission". 
over before morning rounds. There Suddenly, a nurse was shaking 
he was, once again,on call. That was the nodding JMS by the ear. It was 
another dismal thought. Between time for the Heparin. Noting that 
the nights on call and those devoted the third tube had clotted on time, 
to the voluminous amounts of he r.allied his· most "physician-like" 
reading, his social life would have ; air and gave a soletnn nod to begin. 
made a e4nuch weep. She gave him a look like : ·"One 

Fortuitously, before that more 'solemn nod' kid and I'll 
thought became too unbearable, bread your damn neck". 
sleep mercifully intervened. His drowsiness was now 
Unfortunately, his intern's snoring overwhelming. He knew he could 

. brought him back to reality. His catch a couple of hours of sleep 
head was flooded with .memories before rounds -after: all, it would 
of his resident's last words before only take 20 minutes to find a bed. 
departing for his sleeping quarter~: For a brief bit of bedtime reading 
" Son, when I was your age I had he chose the House Staff Manual 
saved37lives". and absentmindedly began 

Finally, he relaxed , continuing to thumbing through it. Just before 
tilt the last tube every 30 seconds his eyelids slammed shut, he read 
and once again began to daydream. one brief passage on page 16: " .. ·. 
The surgery rotation was a vivid the foll owing procedures have been 
recollection. How beautiful the reserved by the Faculty for Medical 
starlit sky was as he drove to the Students for educational purposes . 
hospital for rounds at 6:30AM. An .. [the] transport [of] blood from 
hour and a half later it was off to Blood Bank". 
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Comment On The Times -
.MCG 's Pe_rfunctory Pedagogy, 
Obfuscation Eschewed 

By BOB INGRAM 
Recent CADAVER editorial 

comments (See Vol 26:2) on 
teaching methods have so far failed 
to elicit the necessary reforms. 
Further, it should be noted that 
neither the Dean nor the Phase III 
Curriculum Committee have 
responded through the CADAVER 
(or other ,effective communication) 
in support or rejection of the 
concepts outlined. The maturity of 
the student opinions towards an 
effective teaching pr-ogram 
demanded more than the blatant 
neglect they apparently have 
received. 

quantity and of educational quality 
that will serve as additional "text" 
material. 

(3) establish reqularly scheduled 
daily teaching conferences to 
_provide the student with an 
audience for his ·questions of basic 
core material or core clinical 
patients. This conference should be 
held either by faculty · or 
resident-level house staff. 

(4) provide an outlet for 
academic creativity through student 
lectures, student research, or 
additional course time for 
Interested students. 

(5) establish a pathology exercise 
on a regularly scheduled basis 
covering and supplementing the 
basic course information. 

(6) maintain an available file of 
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In order to further elucidate the 
case previously made and hopefully 
produce a positive response, two 
courses which the author recently 
took will be juxtaposed. Course A 
(obviously the better of the two) 
had an assigned text that was 
comprehensible in a month~s time 
and the student was paced through 
the _· text so that · at month's 
end · he had a firm grasp of the basic 
elements of Course A. Each day 
teaching exercises were held .in 
'which the previous night's 
assignment was discussed. 
Additionally, the student was asked 
to participate in the academics by 
preparing a talk during the month. 
There were times allotted for 
pathology correlation, journal 
review, and an abundance of 
excellent clinical material with a 

carefully selected, current, germane .---------------. 
reprints that would supplement the NOT. ICE 

· faculty eager to teach. 
Course B (for which the faculty 

men should be fired) was a "consult 
service" which made rounds at 
sporadic intervals, had no assigned 
text, once a week teaching 
conferences, and the faculty men 
were obviously more interested in 
outside work than teaching medical 
students .. 

The summum bonum of medical 
school courses should therefore: 

(1) provide the student with an 
; accessible and comprehensible 
· mechanism for obtaining the basic 

("core") information of the course 
- a text of less than 5 00 pages, a 
series of basic articles, a tried and 
proven programmed text, a series of 
TV tapes, a series of slides and 
accompanying 1 text, a series of 
lectures. · · · 

(2) provide the student with 
~linical material in reasonable 

basic information for those 
students interested in further 
information. 

(7) give at the conclusion of the 
course, an examination stressing 
basic knowledge. Such an exercise 
would be educational and would 
obviate part of the traditional and 
nefarious "subjective assessment" . 

It is time for those in positions 
of leadership on this campus to 
take a more active interest in what 
is or is not taught in the Phase Ill 
Curriculum. An investigation 
should be made as to the teaching 
methods, basic information 
conveyed, and overall academic 
strength of each course. Neither the 
future doctors of this state nor 
their patient population can accept 
the perfunctory pedagogy of many 
MCG courses. 

Unfortunately, our school has 
wrongfully placed the burden of 
proving its academic strength solely 
upon its student body in the yearly 
internship matching contest and 
soon the mapdatory passing of the 
National Board of Medical 
Examiners' examinations. Both of 
these mechanisms have ·been 
established without prior evaluation 
of the faculty, their teaching 
philosophy, and their teaching 
methods. We have the cart before 
the horse. Let us examine our 
institution with regard to its 
teaching ability and thereby eschew 
our intellectual obfuscation and 
end this academic hypocrisy. 

Compliments of 

Lily-Tulip Cup Corporation 

1550 Wrightsboro Road, Augusta, Georgia 

EDITOR'S NOT.E : Many of our 
readers were non-plussed with our 
use of the word ]aundre in the 
last issue; they swore it wasn't in 
their Funk & Wagnall's. ]aundre , 
taken from medieval French, 
means "that which is beset with 
bureaucracy". 

men's wear 

· We are always happy to add to 
the language. 

DAMIEI. 'YILLAGI 

AUGUSTA. GEOBGIA 
Open Monday & Friday ni&bto unUI 9. 

Where CADAVER readers gather to . toast old traditions" . . 

1632 Walton Way ; Augusta, Ga. Tel: 738-7769 

OPEN 

11:30 am to 1 am (2 am on Fridays & Saturdays) 
Closed on Sundays 
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I 
CADAVER OUICKY QUIZ 

As a service to our freshmen 
medical students, especially the 
sixteen in the special course, we 
offer a monthly self-evaluation 
quiz. Today's subject is anatomy. 
Give yourself five points for each 
correct answer , and evaluate 
yourself on the following scale: 

This structure is: 
a) supported by Cooper's Ligament 
(and Harry Davis, when he gets the 
chance) 
b) Mount Kilaminjaro 
c) Paul Broun's .teething ring 

This structure: 
a) Is known as the longest two feet 
in the world. 
b) Is the site of Harry 's Last Stand. 
c) Is where the widow wore black 
garters in memory of those who 
passed beyond. 

20 points - 4-plus stud 
15 points- You're paying child 
support 
10 points - Inflation is 
everywhere . 
0-5 points - You are depleting 
your sperm reserve and your 
brain is turning soft. 

This structure has as its· primary 
func tion: 
a) A bunker on the 16th fairway 
b) Henry Mealing's swimming pool 
c) Naval engagements without loss 
of seamen 

This imposing structure: 
a) Is the practice slope at Sugai 
Bush. 
b) Belongs to an exotic dancer 
named Sugar Bush. 
c) Censored 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Did you hear about t he midget who 
was kicked out of the nudist colony 
because he had his nose in 
everybody's business? 

Paul: "How was your date last 
night?" 
Henry: "Disappointing. She wa'> 
really a stuffed shirt." 

Walton Way OF,f· 
,;<)>)' . 1ce Is · nt'' 

Most Conven'e 

GEORGIA RAILROAD 

BANK & TRLJST 

JANUARY, 1971 

Cadaver Dubious Achievement Awards 
TheEditors, in a desperate attempt 
to fill up space, fell back on their 
old standby, Irving H. Redeye, for 
aid. Irving, as usual, failed 
miserably. 

* * * * * * * * * 

THE BASHED BRAIN AWARD: 
To Dr. Marshall (Snarff) Allen. 
Presenting the award (a handful of 

. Silly Putty loosely cast in the shape 
of the uncinate gyrus) is his first 
patient, seen here 'three years 
post-op. 

THE SAM SINGAL SILVER SPLEEN AWARD: 
To the members of the Art Film Committee for their exciting selection of 
New Wave Films, generally considered to be the most significant since 
Spanky and Our Gang. Shown here is a scene of overwhelming symbolic 
profundity from the. French Cubist offering, Le Coque' Roche 
Homosexuaille. 

THE STERILITY ESCHEWED A WARD: 
To Dr. R. B. Greenblatt for his latest trjumph over infertility. Shown 
above is a model of his octavalent sperm hybrid achieved by mixed 
concentrat"d sperm whale sperm with the seminal fluid from a horny 

THE HEINRICH HIMMLER AWARD: 
To Ron McGill and his band of cohorts, here shown dealing with a student 
who inadvertently parked in the Blue Decal Zone. 
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